
Plan, communicate, and execute move projects with multiple scenarios to see 
what will work best for your strategy. Graphical moving plans can be created and 
shared with stakeholders, adjusted as neccessary right up to the last minute.

All this can be done quickly, easily and error-free. Accordant is an invaluable tool 
for managing the transition from fixed desk assignments to hybrid working. The 
ability to easily plan how you could use your space will enable you to continue to 
effectively manage ongoing change.
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Drag-and-Drop Moves
The easy to use drag-and-drop functionality makes moving people from one 
location to another easier than ever. With visual ‘from’ and ‘to’ icons directly on 
the floorplan you have a clear view of who is moving where. Quickly drop 
groups of people into workplaces to get a draft plan together in just minutes.

People and Asset Move Projects
Add individuals or whole teams to a move job by uploading a spreadsheet, 
searching the database or by placing them on the bus from the floorplan. Easily 
add assets/equipment from movers locations. Incorporate lockers into a move 
plan as employees transition to hybrid working. Communicate changes in 
equipment status and location to groups that need that information.

‘What-if’ Scenario planning
Create multiple scenario plans of a specific move and share with those involved 
without making any changes to the live system. Have multiple projects being 
worked on at the same time. Plans can easily be made into live changes using 
the restack page and choosing a moving date. Incorporate proposed new floor 
layouts as part of your planning. 

Automated Documentation
Standard documentation can easily be created including move packs and 
labels. Send documentation to relevant team members prior to a move 
including movers, managers and supplier. If a change needs to be made, the 
documentation can quickly be re-sent with updated information.

Collaborate with Stakeholders
Easily share plans and collaborate with everyone involved in planning the move. 
Enable stakeholders to make adjustments to a plan. Answer move questions 
using a quick pdf output.

Move Costings and Suppliers
Add all move costings for approval from a manager. Approved suppliers can be 
chosen from a list to be used in the move. Contact information about suppliers 
can be stored so documentation is sent directly to them when a move is 
approved.

Set Move Date for Restack
Set multiple moving dates for different people or assets. The easy restack 
function means your move changes go live on the correct date. Last minute 
changes can be made with a quick restack option.


